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Abstract. There are studied transformations of self-adjoint linear differential systems of the 
second order. Certain special form of these systems is suggested as the canonical representation 
of the class of mutually transformable differential systems. The obtained results are used for 
transformations of disconjugate systems. 
Key words. Self-adjoint systems, trigonometric matrices, isotropic solution, equivalent systems, 
disconjugate systems. 
1. Introduction 
In the present paper we deal with linear differential systems of the second order 
in the matrix form 
(1.1) (F(x) Yf)f + G(x) r = o, 
where F(x), G(x) are symmetric continuous nxn matrices, F(x) is positive definite 
and Y(x) is an nxn matrix solution. 
The following notation is used: Cm(I) denotes the space of w-times differentiable 
real functions on an interval /. If A(x) is an arbitrary matrix of functions we write 
A(x) e Cm(I) if each entry of A(x) is of the class Cm(I). AT denotes the transpose 
of the matrix A, E and 0 denote the unit £nd the zero matrix of any dimension. 
System (1.1) is uniquely determined by a pair of matrices F(x), G(x), hence we 
shall denote such system (F(x), G(x)). I denotes an interval of arbitrary kind. ' 
It is investigated the following transformation of systems (1.1). 
Theorem A. Let H(x) e C*(I) be a nonsingular nxn matrix for which 
(1.2) Hr(x) F(x) H(x) - HT(x) F(x) H'(x) = 0 
on I and let Y(x) - H(x) U(x). Then 




(1.4) Fi(jc) = HT(x) F(x) H(x) 
Gx(x) = H
T(x) l(F(x) H'(x))' + G(x) H(x)~. 
Proof. HTl(FY')' + GY] = HT(FHU' + FH'U)' + HTGY = (HTFH'U)' + 
+ (HTFHU')' - Hr(FH'U + FHU') + HTGHU = HrFH'U + HT(FH')'U + 
+ HTFH'U' + (HTFHU')' - HrFH'U - HrFHU' + HTGHU = (HTFHU')f + 
+ {HT(FH')' + HTGH~] U = (F, U')' + G! U. 
Some aspects of this transformation have been studied in [1] and [4]. We shall 
show that by means of this transformation can be defined certain equivalence 
on the class of all differential systems of the form (1.1). We shall also suggest 
certain special forms of (1.1) to be the canonical representations of the class of 
decomposition determined by this equivalence. In the last section the obtained 
results are used for transformations of disconjugate differential systems. 
2. Equivalent differential systems 
In the beginning of this section we recall two theorems concerning transforma-
tions of self-adjoint differential systems of the second order. This theorems were 
proved in [5] and [6]. The first one concerns systems 
(2A) Y" +P(x) Y = 0, * 
where P(x) is a symmetric continuous nxn matrix. 
Theorem B. There exists a nonsingular nxn matrix R(x) e ^(fyfor which 
(2.2) Rr(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0 
such that the transformation S(x) = R~x(x) Y(x) transforms .system (2A) in the 
system 
(Q-'toS')' + Q(x)S = 0, 
where Q(x) = (RT(x) R(x))-[ andP(x) = -R"(x) R-*(x) + (R(x) RT(x))~2. 
Proof. See [5, Theorem 1]. 
A linear differential system of the second order (Q~1(x)S')' + Q(x) S = 0 
can be rewritten as the system of the first order 
S' = Q(x) C, 
(2.3) 
C'=-Q(x)S. 
Let (S(x), C(x)) be the solution of (2.3) for which S(a) = 0, C(a) = E,ael, then 
S W W + CT.0OW-* s w t - W e w e w - - . 
CT(x) S(x) - ST(x) C(x) = 0, S(x) CT(x) - C(x) ST(x) = 0 
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on /, see [9, p. 312]. In all points where the matrix C(x) is nonsingular let us put 
T(x) = C~-(x)S(x). According to (2.4) T(x) is symmetric. To emphasize that 
(S(x), C(x)) is a solution of (2.3) with a matrix Q(x) we write (S(x, Q), C(x9 Q)) 
and also T(x, Q) instead of T(x). 
The following statement holds for transformations of systems (2.3). 
Theorem C. Let us consider two systems (Qil(x), Qi(x)), where Qt(x) are positive 
definite, i -= 1, 2. Then the following two statements are equivalent; 
i) There exists a nonsingular nxn matrix R(x) € Cl(I) for which RT(x)x 
xQii(x)R,(x) - RT'(x) Qi-(x)R(x) = 0 such that the transformation St(x) = 
= R(x) S2(x) gives 
R\x)l(QZ\x)SV + fitMSj = (Q2\x)S'2)' + Q2(x)S2. 
ii) There exist constant nxn matrices K,L, M, Nfor which 
(2.5) KTL - LTK = 0, MTN - NTM = 0, KTN - LTM = E 
such that in all points where the following expression is defined we have 
T(x,Q2) = (T(x,Ql)M + N)-
1(T(x,Q1)K + L). 
Proof. See [6, Theorem 1]. 
Now we define the following relation on the class of all self-adjoint differential 
systems of the second order. 
Definition 1. Let (F((x), G^x)), i = 1, 2, be two differential systems of the form 
(1.1). We write (Ft(x), Gl(x))<r*(F2(x), G2(x)) if there exists a nonsingular nxn 
matrix H(x) e C\I) for which HT'(x) Ft(x) H(x) - H
T(x) Ft(x) H'(x) = 0 and 
F2(x) = H
T(x) F,(x) H(x), G2(x) = H
T(x) (Ft(x) H'(x))' + H
T(x) G,(*) H(x). In 
this case we say that the matrix H(x) transforms (Ft(x), Gi(*)) in (F2(x), G2(x)). 
Theorem 1. The relation *-* is an equivalence on the class of all self-adjoint linear 
differential systems of the form (1.1). 
Proof. Reflexivity of <-» is obvious by choosing H(x) = E. Let H(x) transforms 
the system (Fx(x), Gt(x)) in the system (F2(x), G2(x)), i.e. H
rFtH - H
TFXH' = 0, 
F2 = H
TFXH and G2 = if
r((F1H')' + GVH). Then tf
-1(x) transforms (F2(x), 
G2(x)) in (Fi(x), Gi(x)). Indeed, F t = H
T-xFtH'
x, ( i f T - 1 ) ' F 2 / /
- 1 - # T - 1 F 2 x 
x ^ " 1 ) ' = -HT-1HrHT-tF2H-
1 + H T - 1 F 2 H'^'H^
1 = -HT~1HrF1 + 
+ FiH'H-1 = - # T - 1 ( # r F i # - JfTFi// ')if - 1 = Oand Gt = H
T-xGiH-
x-
- (FyH')' H-1 = HT-1G2H~
1 - (HT-1F2H-
1H')' H~x = HT-xGtH'-
x -
- ( # T - 1 F 2 t f
- 1 # ' # - 1 ) ' + ^ T - 1 F 2 H
- 1 ^ ' ( ^ - 1 ) ' - HT-tGlH-
x + HT~X x 
x(F2(H~
1)7 + HT-1HrF1H'H-
1 - F^'H^H'H-1 = //T-1[(F2(H"
1)') ' + 
+ G2#
-1] + H^Xtf'FtH - tfFiW H-XH'H-X =. i f 1 " - 1 ^ / ? - 1 ) ' ) ' + 
+ G2#
-1]. Now, let Ht(x) transform (Ft(x), G.(*)) in (F2(x), G2(x)) and H2(x) 
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= (HxH2fFx(HxH2\(HxH2fFxHvH2 - (HxH2fFx(HxH2y = H
THTXFXHXH2 + 






TFXHXH^ = 0 and G3 = # J(F2I^)' + 
+ tfjG2#2 = H
T
2(H






THT(FXH'X)'H2 + (HxH2fGxHxH2 = 















X(FXH'X)'H2 + (HxH2fGxHxH2 = 
= (HxH2f(Fx(HxH2)')' + (HxH2fGxHxH2. Thus Hx(x)H2(x) transforms 
(F^JC), Gj(x)) in (F3(x), G3(JC)) and the proof is complete. 
Now, let (FJ(JC), Gx(x)) «-* (F2(x), G2(JC)), i.e. there exists a nonsingular «x/z 
matrix i/(jc) which transforms (FX(JC), Gt(jc)) in (F2(.x), G2(x)). From Theorem A 
we see that ^(x) is the solution of (Ft(jc), GA(JC)) if and only if F2(JC) = H~*(x) x 
x Yx(x) is the solution of (F2(X), G2(x)). Hence the equivalence of systems (1.1) 
in the sence of the following definition is the same as the equivalence in the sence 
of Definition 1. 
Definition 2. Two differential systems (Ff(jc), G,(x)), i = 1, 2, are said to be 
equivalent if there exists a nonsingular nxn matrix H(x) e CX(I) such that Y±(x) 
is the solution of (Fx(x\ G2(x)) if and only if Y2(x) = H(x) Yx(x) is the solution 
of(F2(jc),G2(x)). 
The basic result of this section is the following statement. 
Theorem 2. There exists a nonsingular nxn matrix H(x) e C1^) which transforms 
system (1.1) in the system Y" + P(x) Y = 0, where 
(2.6) P(x) = HT(x) l(F(x) H'(x))' + G(x) H(x)l 
i.e. there exists a nonsingular matrix H(x) for which 
Hr(x) F(x) H(x) - HT(x) F(x) H'(x) = 0 
HT(x) F(x) H(x) = E. 
Proof. Let D(x) be the symmetric positive definite nxn matrix for which D2(x) = 
= F-\x) and let us set K(x) = /y(jc)Drl(.«) - D~l(x) D'(x). Then KT(x) = 
= — /f(;e)'and the matrix solution of the differential system 
(2.8) G' = yK(x)G, G(a) = E 
is orthonormal (i.e. GT(x) = G~1(x)) for all x. Let H(x) = D(x) G(x). Then we 
have HTFH = GTDFDG = GTG = E and HrFH - HTFH' = (GrD + GTD') x 
xFDG - GTDF(D'G + DC) = - y GTKDFDG + GTD'FDG - GTDFD'G -
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- ^GTDFDKG = GT(- y K + Z)'/)-1 - ZTlD' -±-K) = 0. The proof is 
complete since (2.6) follows from (1.4). 
If the system (F(x), G(x)) is equivalent to the system (E, P(x)) then it is also 
equivalent to the system (E, GTP(x) G0), where G0 is a constant orthonormal nxn 
matrix. Indeed, if the initial condition in (2.8) is replaced by the condition G(a) = 
= G0, then the statement of Theorem 2 remains valid and (F(x), G(x)) is, according 
to (2.6), equivalent to (E, GlP(x) G0). If we add the condition which forces P(x) to 
be in the diagonal form for some fixed a el, then the transformation of (F(x), G(x)) 
in (E, P(x)) is unique. Hence differential system in the form (2.1) can be suggested 
as the canonical representation of the class of equivalent differential systems (1.1). 
According to Theorem B and Theorem 2 the system (F(x), G(x)) can also be 
transformed in the system (Q"1(x), Q(x)), where Q(x) is a symmetric positive 
definite nxn matrix. Theorem C shows that this transformation is not unique. 
However, solutions of the system (Q~l(x), Q(x)) have some nice properties (e.g. 
00 
they are bounded, are oscillatory for x -» oo iff J Q(x) dx = oo, etc.). Thus if we 
are interesting in distribution of conjugate points, boundeness of solutions, etc. it is 
convenient to consider the canonical representation in the form (Q'1(x), Q(x)), in 
spite of its above mentioned nonuniqueness. If we investigate invariants of the 
transformation under consideration and related topics, it is convenient to consider 
the canonical representation in the form (E, P(x)). 
3. Transformations of disconjugate differential systems 
In this section we use the results of the preceding section to obtain several state-
ments concerning transformations of differential systems which are disconjugate 
on R = (-co, oo). We also give one oscillation criterion for (1.1). 
First let us note that if the system (1.1) is disconjugate on some bounded interval 
I = (a, b) then the transformation of independent variable x = — (a 4* b) •+• 
H : (b — a) arctg / transforms this system in system which is disconjugate on R. 
n 
If (1.1) is disconjugate on a half-bounded interval (b, oo) then we use the trans-
formation x = b + e%. For some details concerning this transformation see [1]. 
Now we recall some definitions and auxiliary results. Let U(x) be a solution 
of (1.1) then Ur(x)F(x) U(x) - UT(x)F(x) U'(x) = K, where K is a constant 
nxn matrix. If K = 0 then U(x) is said to be isotropic solution. Two solutions 
U(x), V(x) of (1.1) are said to be independent if every solution Z(x) of (1.1) can 
be expressed in the form Z(x) = U(x) Cx + V(x) C2, where Ct, C2 are constant 
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nxn matrices. In [8] it was proved that isotropic solutions U(x)9 V(x) are in-
dependent if and only if the constant matrix Ur(x) F(x) V(x) - UT(x) F(x) V'(x) 
is nonsingular. Two points xt, x2 are said to be conjugate according to system (1.1) 
if there exists a solution U(x) of (1.1) for which U(xt) = 0, U'(x^) = E and 
U(x2) c = 0 for some constant w-vector c? -0. System (1.1) is said to be discon-
jugate on an interval / if there exist no conjugate points on /. 
In the sequel, according to Theorem 2, we suppose that the given differential 
system is in the form (2.1). 
Theorem 3. Let the system Yn + P(x) Y = 0 be disconjugate on R. Then there 
exist a nonsingular nxn matrix R(x) e Ci(R) and a symmetric positive definite nxn 
matrix F(x) e C1(R) satisfying 
Rr(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0 
(3.1) ' 
RT(x) R(x) = F(x) 
such that the transformation U(x) = R"1(x) Y(x) transforms the system Y" -f 
+ P(x) Y = 0 in the system 
(3.2) (F(x) Uf)' = 0. 
Proof. As the system (2.1) is disconjugate on R, there exists an isotropic solution 
Y0(x) of this system which is nonsingular on R, see [9, p. 337]. Let us set R(x) = 
= Y0(x). Then R(x) satisfies first relation of (3.1) and R
T(x)[R"(x) + P(x) R(x)] = 
= 0. 
The following theorem shows when two disconjugate differential systems are 
equivalent. 
Theorem 4. Two differential systems (F^x), 0), i = 1,2, are equivalent if and 
only if there exist a,beR and constant nxn matrices K, L, M, N satisfying 
(3.3) KTL - LTK = 0, MTN - NTM = 0, KTN - LTM = E 
b x 
such that (J Fil(t) dtK + L) = 0, (J F ^ f ) dtM + N) is nonsingular on R and 
a a 
(3.4) J F2" \t) dt = (iV + J Ft \t) dtM)'
1 (L + J Ft \t) dtK). 
b a a 
f Proof. Let (Fx(x) U')' = 0 and (F2(x) U')' = 0 be equivalent. Then there exist 
nonsingular nxn matrices Rt(x), i = 1, 2, satisfying 
Rj'(x) F&) Rlx) - Rj(x) F,(x) R\(x) = 0, 
R(
T(x)Fl(x)iRj(x) = £, 
such that Ut(x) = R^(x) j F;\t) dt, Vt(x) = R^(x) and U2(x) = R^(x) 
184 
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x 
J F2\t) dt, V2(x) = R2
l(x) are isotropic solutions of the same canonical equation 
» 
Y" + P(x) 7 = 0 satisfying Uj'(x) Vt(x) - Uj(x) V't(x) = E, i = I, 2. Hence 
there exist constant nxn matrices K,L, M, N such that 
U2(x) = Ut(x)K+ Vx(x)L 
V2(x) = Ux(x) M + Vt(x) N. 





TU\' + LTVl')(UiK + VtL) -
- (KTU\ + LTVT)(U[K + V[L) = K^UfV, - UTtV[)L - K
T(U{'Ut - U
TU't) x 
xK + LT(VT'Ut - V\U[) K + L
T(Vl'Vt - V
T
tV[) L = K
TL - LTK = 0. 
Similarly we prove that MTN - NTM = 0 and KTN - LTM = E. 
Using nonsingularity of the matrix Ut(x) M + Vt(x) N we obtain 
V;\x) U2(x) = (Vt(x) N + Ut(x) M)-\Vdx)L + Ut(x) K) 
and hence 
J F; \t) dt = (J Fl \t) dtM + N)~ L (] F: \t) dtK + L). 
b a a 
Now, conversely, let (3.4) hold and K, L, M, N satisfy (3.3). Differentiation of 
both sides of (3.4) yields 
Fi\x)= -($F;Xt)dtM+N)-lF;\x)M{lF;l(t)dtM+Nrl (] F;l(t)dtK+L) + 
a a a 
+ (J -T K0 d*M + N)~ L Fi \x) K = 
a 
= (jFr1(()d.M+N)-1 F;\x)(-M(]FZ\t)dtM+N)-t(lF;\t)dtK+L) + K) = 
a a a 
= (J F;\t) dtM + N)"1 F;\x)(-M(KT ] F:\t) dt + LT) x 
a a 
x (1JT \t) dtM + N)T- l + K) = (j Fl \t) dtM + N)~ L Fl \x) x 
a a 
x(-MKT ] Fl\t)dt - Mil + KNT + KMT ] Fl \t)dt)(\ Fl\t)dtM + Nf'1, 
a a a 
x x 
where the symmetry of the matrix (J F± \t) dtM + N)"1^ F^(t) dtK + L) have 
a a 
been used. From (3.3) and Lemma 1 of [6] it follows that matrices K,£, M, N 
satisfy relations 
(3.6) KMT - MKT = 0, LNT - NLT = 0, KNT - MLT = Ey 
hence 






(3.7) F2(x) = (JF;\t)dtM + N)
TFl(x)(iF:
1(t)dtM + N). 
a a 
Let us set R(x) = (]Fl\t)dtM + N). Then RT(x)Ft(x)R'(x) - R
r(x)Ft(x)x 
a 
xR(x) = (MT]Fl\t)dt + NT)F,(x)FZ\x) M - MTF^(x) F,(x) (J Fll(t)x 
a a 
xdtM + N) = 0 and RT(x) (Ft(x) R'(x))' = (M




l(x) M)' = 0. This, together with (3.7), completes the proof. 
Now we give another statement concerning transformations of disconjugate 
differential systems. 
Theorem 5. Let Yt(x)9 Y2(x) be nonsingular isotropic solutions of (2A) for which 
(3.8) Yr(x) Y2(x) - Y
T(x) i '2(x) = E. 
Then there exist a nonsingular nxn matrix R(x) e C1(R) and a symmetric positive 
definite nxn matrix Q(x) for which 
Rr(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0 
(3.9) 
(RT(x) R(x)y1 = Q(x) 
such that the transformation U(x) = R~*(x) Y(x) transforms the system Y" + 
+ P(x) i = 0 w the system 
(3.10) (fi"1^) Uy - Q(x) U = 0. 
In the proof of this theorem we shall need the following auxiliary statements. 
Lemma 1. Let A be a symmetric nxn matrix and c = (cl9 ..., cn)
T be a vector for 
which cTAc < 0. Then there exist n linearly independent vectors dl9 ...9d„ such 
that dkAdk < 0, k = 1, ..., n. 
Proof. Let x - (xl9 ...9xn)
T. There exists 5 > 0 such that for every x for 
which 11 x — c | \e < 89 where 11 .11e is the Euclidean vector norm, we have x
TAx < 0. 
For n = 1 the statement of Lemma is obvious. Let us suppose that this statement 
is valid for i = n — 1, i.e. there exist linearly independent vectors dl9..., dHm.% 
for which || dk — c \\e < S9 k = 1,..., n - 1. These vectors form a hyperplane 
in the n-dimensional Euclidean space. From the geometrical point of view it is 
obvious that there exists a vector dn which does not lay in this hyperplane and 
|| dn — c II, < 5. Hence dl9 ...»</„ are linearly independent and dkAdk < 0, k = 
= l, ...,/*. 
Lemma 2. Let A(x) be a continuous symmetric positive definite nxn matrix and 
X 
dk be independent unit vectors for which lim dk J A(s) ds dk = ak < ao9k = 19 ..., n. 
x-*<x> a 
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Then for every unit vector b lim bT J A(s) dsb < oo. 
x-*oo a 
As the precise proof of this statement is rather complicated and exeeds the 
scope of this paper, we omit it. The main ideas concerning this proof can be 
found in [3]. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let Yx(x)9 Y2(x) be isotropic solutions of (2.1) for which 
(3.8) holds. Then 
/ YT\X) -ylwN/y^x) y2(*)\ / - o\ 
\-YT'(x) YT(X))\Y[(X) Y2(X))-\ 0 -E) 
hence 
(Yt(x) Y2(x)\( Yl'(x) -Yl(x)\ (-E 0 \ 
\Y't(x) Y'2(x))\-Yl(x) Y\(x)) \ 0 -E) 
and thus 
Yt(x) Yl'(x) - Y2(x) YT(x) - -E 
(3.11) Yt(x) Yl(x) - Y2(x) Y
T(x) = 0 





We see that the matrix Yt(x) Y2(x) is symmetric and it follows that Y2
x(x) Yt(x) 
is also symmetric. Since Yt(x), Y2(x) are nonsingular, the ilumber of positive 
eigenvalues of the matrix Y2
1(x) Yx(x) is constant on R and (JT'T.)' = 
= -Y^Y^Y^Y, + IT'rj = Y^Yl-^-Yl'Y, + Y*Yi) « (YjY2)'
1, hence 
(3.12) Y;\x) Yt(x) = ](Y
T
2(t) F2(0)-
Ldt + Y~2\a)Yt(a), aeR. 
a 
Let us suppose that there exists a unit vector c for which cTY2
1(a) Yx(a) c < 0. 
Then by Lemma 1 there exist independent unit vectors dt, ..., dk for which 
(3.13) dTY2 \a) Yt(a)dk < 0, k = 1,..., n. 
For these vectors we have limdf $(YT(t) Y2(t))"
1 dtdk = afc < oo. Indeed, if 
lim dj J (Yl(t) y2(0)"
1 dt^y = °° for somef 6 {1, . . . , n) then, according to (3.12) 
JC-*OO a 
and (3.13), there exists x0 > a for which djY2
x(x0) Yx(x0) di -= 0. It is a con-
tradiction, since Yt(x), Y2(x) are nonsingular and Y2
l(x) Yt(x) is symmetric. 




1 dt* < oo and hence the matrix integral J (Y2(t) Y2(i)y





(yx(x), y2(x)) if Y2\a) Yt(a) is positive definite 
(U(x) V(x)) -=< °° 
\Y2(x)9Y2(x)j(Yl(t)Y2(t)T
1dt) in the opposite case 
X 
Then Ur(x) V(x) - UT(x) V'(x) = E, U(x), V(x) are nonsingular isotropic 
solutions of (2.1) and V(x) UT(x) is symmetric and positive definite. Let D(x) be 
the symmetric positive definite nxn matrix for which D2(x) = 2V(x) UT(x) and 
let K(x) = D'(x) D(x) - D(x) D'(x), L(x) = K(x) D~2(x) - D~2(x) K(x). If M(x) 
is the solution of the matrix equation 
D~2(x) M(x) + M(x) D-2(x) = L(x) 
then MT(x) = M(x), since D~2(x) and L(x) are symmetric (see [3]). Let T(x) be 
the solution of 
T' = ±-D-2(x)(K(x) + M(x)) T, T(a) = E. 
As D~2(K + M) + ~D~2(K + M)Y = D~2K + D~2M - KD~2 + MD~2 = 
= D~2M + MD~2 - L = 0, T(x) is orthonormal on /. For 
R(x) = D(x) T(x) 
we have RrR - RTR! = (TTD' + TrD) DT - TTD(D'T + DT') = TTD'DT -
- TTDD'T+~TT(M-K)D-2D2T-^-TTD2D-2(K + M)T= TT(D'D-DD')T-
- -i- TTKT - y TTKT = TT(D'D - DD') T - TT(D'D - DD') T = 0 and RRT= 
= DTTTD = D2 = 2VUT. 
From the first relation of (3.9) it follows that RRTR'RT = RRrRRT. Simulta-
neously we have RRTV'UT = 2VUTV'UT = 2V(UrV -E)UT = (VUr - E)RRT 
and VUrRRT = 2VUrVUT = 2V(UTV +E)UT = RRT(V'UT +E). Addition 
of the last equalities gives RRT(2V'UT + E) = (2VUr - E)RRT. Let us denote 
Xt = R'R
T, X2 = (2V'U
T +E),Yt= RR
r, Y2 = (2VU
r - E). It holds 
RRTXt - YtRR
T = 0, 
Xt + Yi = (RR
T)', i = l , 2 , 
hence 
RRTXt + X,RR
T = (RR^'RR7 
RRTY, + Y,RRT = RR^RR7)', i = 1,2. 
Since the matrix RRT is positive definite, both matrix equations (3.14) have 
unique solution and-it follows Xt = X2, Yt = Y2, i.e. R'R
T = 2V'UT + E, 
RRr = 2VUr - E. Now, let us set Q(x) = (RT(x) iJ(x))_1. According to 
Theorem A it remains to verify that RT(x) R"(x) - RT(x) P(x) R(x) = -Q(x). 
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RTR0 + RTPR = R-i(RRTR0RT + JUFPRR7) R*~l = R-^RR^R'R7)' -
- RRTR'Rr + RR^RR7) RT~l = R-\RRT(2V'UT + .E)' - RRrRRr + 
+ RR^RR^R7-1 = R-\-RRTPRRT + 4VUTV'Ur - (2VUr -E)1)RT~X = 
= R~\AV(UrV - E) Ur - AVUrVUr + AVUr - E) RT~X - - R ' W " 1 = 
= — Q. The proof is complete. 
Remark. Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 can be comprehended as a generalization 
of some results of Krbila and Barvinek concerning other sorts of phase functions 
of the scalar differential equation 
(3.15) . ?+p(x)y = 0 
than is the usual phase function of (3.15) introduced by O. Borfivka, see [2]. Let 
F(x) and Q(x) be matrices from Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 respectively. For n = 1 
(i.e. (2.1) is identical with (3.15)) the matrix J F - 1(r) dtt aeRtis identical with the 
a 
x 
parabolic phase function of (3.15) and J Q(t)dt is identical with the hyperbolic 
a 
phase function of (3.15). 
In the end of this section we use Theorem B and Theorem 1 to introduce an 
oscillation criterion for (1.1) which generalizes a similar criterion for systems (2.1) 
which was proved in [5]. , 
Definition 3. System (1.1) is said to be oscillatory for large x if there exist an 
isotropic solution 17(JC) of (1.1) and a sequence xH -• oo such that det U(xn) = 0. 
In the opposite case system (1.1) is said to be nonoscillatory for large JC. For 
equivalent definitions of this concept see [7] and [10]. 
Theorem 6. If there exists an n-dimensional constant vector c such that for the 
X 
matrix F(x) in (1.1) lim cT J F~x(t) dtc = oo, a e Rt and all solutions of (1.1) are 
x-*oo a 
bounded on (at oo), then system (1.1) is oscillatory for large x. 
Proof. By Theorem B and Theorem 1 there exists a nonsingular nxn matrix 
R(x) e Cl((at oo)) such that the transformation S(x) = R~
l(x) Y(x) transforms 
system (1.1) in the system 
(3.16) (C~'(*) Sy + Q(x) 5 = 0 
and 
(3.17) Q(x) = R-*(x) F~l(x) RT-X(x), 
i.e. if Yt(x)t Y2(x) are independent isotropic solutions of (1.1) then St(x) = 
= R~l(x) Yx(x)t S2(x) = R~
x(x) Y2(x) are independent isotropic solutions of 
(3.16). It is known, see [9, p. 352], that (3.16) is nonoscillatory for large x if and 
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oo 
only if J |f Q(*) Ld* < °°> w h e r e I  Q(x) h = SUP cTQ(x)c is the Euclidean 
IMI.- i 
matrix norm of Q(x), and all solutions of (3.16) are bounded. Let us suppose that 
X 
there exists a real constant k such that || R(x) \\e ^ k. Then lim J || Q(s) \\eds ^ 
x->oo a 
= limc
rf o,(5)d*c = limcT jR~Hs)F~\s)RT-i(s)dsc £ limfc-2crjF-1(s)dsc = 
X->OO a X->OO a x->oo a 
= oo, hence (3.16) is oscillatory for large x. Since the transformation S(x) = 
= R~l(x) Y(x) preserves oscillatory character of equations, system (1.1) is oscilla-
tory for large JC. 
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